


WE HOPE YOU’LL LOVE OUR LATEST BOOK DELIVERY! 
YOU WILL FIND ONE EXAMPLE TITLE FROM  

A SELECTION OF OUR NEW RELEASES.  
THIS LITTLE BOOKLET JUST LETS YOU KNOW A BIT 

MORE ABOUT THE OTHER BEAUTIFUL NEW  
RELEASES WITHIN EACH SERIES.

ENJOY...

WE 
HOPE 
YOU

THEM

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-616-9

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Emilie Dufresne

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

April 2019 

YQS/B5N79

Science

See in the Dark!

Animals with Superpowers!

Lime

EXAMPLE SPREAD

In uncertain times, new heroes must rise. The humans have tried, 
but there was only so much they could do. The world needs a new 

generation of superheroes...

After being laughed at and living out their days in the worst places 
on Earth, the planet’s most-mocked animals will finally be seen as 

the superheroes they always were. 

Join me, Professor Ax, in my quest to find and recruit the next 
generation of animals with superpowers!

• This interesting take on animal body parts and classification will inspire 
your budding biologists with some of the quirkiest animals the world 
has to offer 

• With a fact-file format, this series is perfect for reluctant readers 

• Perfect for supporting STEM subjects in new and innovative ways

• Character-led text makes this series easily accessible and engaging



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-618-3

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Emilie Dufresne

219x219mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Mega Weapons!

Animals with Superpowers!

Lime

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-617-6

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Emilie Dufresne

219x219mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Regenerate!

Animals with Superpowers!

Lime

EXAMPLE SPREAD

In uncertain times, new heroes must rise. The humans have tried, 
but there was only so much they could do. The world needs a new 

generation of superheroes...

After being laughed at and living out their days in the worst places 
on Earth, the planet’s most-mocked animals will finally be seen as 

the superheroes they always were. 

Join me, Professor Ax, in my quest to find and recruit the next 
generation of animals with superpowers!

• This interesting take on animal body parts and classification will inspire 
your budding biologists with some of the quirkiest animals the world 
has to offer 

• With a fact-file format, this series is perfect for reluctant readers 

• Perfect for supporting STEM subjects in new and innovative ways

• Character-led text makes this series easily accessible and engaging

EXAMPLE SPREAD

In uncertain times, new heroes must rise. The humans have tried, 
but there was only so much they could do. The world needs a new 

generation of superheroes...

After being laughed at and living out their days in the worst places 
on Earth, the planet’s most-mocked animals will finally be seen as 

the superheroes they always were. 

Join me, Professor Ax, in my quest to find and recruit the next 
generation of animals with superpowers!

• This interesting take on animal body parts and classification will inspire 
your budding biologists with some of the quirkiest animals the world 
has to offer 

• With a fact-file format, this series is perfect for reluctant readers 

• Perfect for supporting STEM subjects in new and innovative ways

• Character-led text makes this series easily accessible and engaging



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-554-4

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Kirsty Holmes

219x219mm HB

£12.99

February 2019

YQTU/B5N79

Computing/Science

Code Academy and the 
Debugging Disaster

Code Academy

Turquoise

Enrol in Code Academy and kick off your first term with Ro-Bud, your 
computerised classmate! Learn about logic, discover debugging, and find 

out what happens when Ro-Bud loses her memory – and on the way, 
build the basics of coding and computers. Brrrrring! Time for Coding Class!

• Build the basis of coding concepts with fun and facts

• Simple story-style text and fun imagery help embed the basic 
principles behind coding

• Perfect for KS1 Coding curriculum and high-interest reading alike

• Original characters and interesting facts help form the basis for 
future coding skills

•.  Each book contains a coding exercise kids can try in Scratch

EXAMPLE SPREAD

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-553-7

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Kirsty Holmes

219x219mm HB

£12.99

February 2019

YQTU/B5N79

Computing/Science

Code Academy and the 
Loopy Logic

Code Academy

Turquoise

Enrol in Code Academy and kick off your first term with Ro-Bud, your 
computerised classmate! Learn about logic, discover debugging, and find 

out what happens when Ro-Bud loses her memory – and on the way, 
build the basics of coding and computers. Brrrrring! Time for Coding Class!

• Build the basis of coding concepts with fun and facts

• Simple story-style text and fun imagery help embed the basic 
principles behind coding

• Perfect for KS1 Coding curriculum and high-interest reading alike

• Original characters and interesting facts help form the basis for 
future coding skills

•.  Each book contains a coding exercise kids can try in Scratch

EXAMPLE SPREAD



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

9–11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-664-0

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
William Anthony

210x297mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/D5N79

Science

Air

Elemental Earth

Burgundy

• Makes use of vector graphics and diagrams to explain scientific 
concepts 

• Accessible text and curriculum-focussed subject matters make this 
series appropriate for all readers 

• Educational yet engaging series that uses fact boxes to deliver 
memorable pieces of information  

• Excellent series for teaching STEM subjects

• Elemental Earth offers a unique angle for teaching physical geography 

Our planet is ruled by four elements: earth, air, fire and water. 
Mountains rumble, hurricanes whirl, wildfires eat up the landscape, 

and tsunamis sweep away cities – nothing is safe from the elements. 
However, we also can’t live without them. We breathe air, drink water, 
build houses on the earth and keep those houses warm with fire. This 
series teaches readers all about Earth’s destructive elements and the 

ways in which we harness them.

EXAMPLE SPREAD

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-624-4

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Harriet Brundle

219x219mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Desert Food Webs

Food Webs

Turquoise

It’s a who-eats-who world out there!
From herbivores to carnivores, and predators to prey, all living 

things are connected – by food webs! Explore the food webs with 
the animals that know them best, but don’t get tangled – or eaten!

• Clear, visual diagrams showing entire food webs, and more 
detailed focus on specific animals

• Simple, easy-to-read text perfect for younger learners

• Informative and fun – letting the animals speak for 
themselves engages readers in the topic

• Perfect for studying animals and food cycles

EXAMPLE SPREAD



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-620-6

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Harriet Brundle

219x219mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Forest Food Webs

Food Webs

Turquoise

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-622-0

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Harriet Brundle

219x219mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Grassland Food Webs

Food Webs

Turquoise

EXAMPLE SPREAD

It’s a who-eats-who world out there!
From herbivores to carnivores, and predators to prey, all living 

things are connected – by food webs! Explore the food webs with 
the animals that know them best, but don’t get tangled – or eaten!

• Clear, visual diagrams showing entire food webs, and more 
detailed focus on specific animals

• Simple, easy-to-read text perfect for younger learners

• Informative and fun – letting the animals speak for 
themselves engages readers in the topic

• Perfect for studying animals and food cycles

It’s a who-eats-who world out there!
From herbivores to carnivores, and predators to prey, all living 

things are connected – by food webs! Explore the food webs with 
the animals that know them best, but don’t get tangled – or eaten!

• Clear, visual diagrams showing entire food webs, and more 
detailed focus on specific animals

• Simple, easy-to-read text perfect for younger learners

• Informative and fun – letting the animals speak for 
themselves engages readers in the topic

• Perfect for studying animals and food cycles

EXAMPLE SPREAD



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-619-0

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Harriet Brundle

219x219mm HB

£12.99

April 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Ocean Food Webs

Food Webs

Turquoise

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

7–11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-406-6

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Kirsty Holmes

210x297mm HB

£12.99

March 2019

YQT/C5N79

IT

Building Virtual Worlds

Game On!

Burgundy

EXAMPLE SPREAD

Ready, Player One…
Get good at games with our in-depth guides to digital fun. From super strategies 
to roaring racers, get those nimble thumbs ready to learn our top tips and tricks 
and master the art of videogames. Level up your lingo and learn from the pros, 

then round up your friends to show off your skills; with our handy guides you’ll be 
ready to get your Game On!

• Expert gaming guides featuring some of the world’s most 
popular videogames

• Beginner how-to guides and more in-depth information takes 
young gamers through step-by-step strategies

• Featured professional players and gaming careers engage and 
excite young readers

• Engaging imagery, popular characters and easy-to-read style 

EXAMPLE SPREAD

It’s a who-eats-who world out there!
From herbivores to carnivores, and predators to prey, all living 

things are connected – by food webs! Explore the food webs with 
the animals that know them best, but don’t get tangled – or eaten!

• Clear, visual diagrams showing entire food webs, and more 
detailed focus on specific animals

• Simple, easy-to-read text perfect for younger learners

• Informative and fun – letting the animals speak for 
themselves engages readers in the topic

• Perfect for studying animals and food cycles



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

7–11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-410-3

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Kirsty Holmes

210x297mm HB

£12.99

March 2019

YQT/C5N79

IT

Speed Racers

Game On!

Burgundy

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

7–11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-411-0

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Kirsty Holmes

210x297mm HB

£12.99

March 2019

YQT/C5N79

IT

Strategy Games

Game On!

Burgundy

EXAMPLE SPREAD

Ready, Player One…
Get good at games with our in-depth guides to digital fun. From super strategies 
to roaring racers, get those nimble thumbs ready to learn our top tips and tricks 
and master the art of videogames. Level up your lingo and learn from the pros, 

then round up your friends to show off your skills; with our handy guides you’ll be 
ready to get your Game On!

• Expert gaming guides featuring some of the world’s most 
popular videogames

• Beginner how-to guides and more in-depth information takes 
young gamers through step-by-step strategies

• Featured professional players and gaming careers engage and 
excite young readers

• Engaging imagery, popular characters and easy-to-read style 

EXAMPLE SPREAD

Ready, Player One…
Get good at games with our in-depth guides to digital fun. From super strategies 
to roaring racers, get those nimble thumbs ready to learn our top tips and tricks 
and master the art of videogames. Level up your lingo and learn from the pros, 

then round up your friends to show off your skills; with our handy guides you’ll be 
ready to get your Game On!

• Expert gaming guides featuring some of the world’s most 
popular videogames

• Beginner how-to guides and more in-depth information takes 
young gamers through step-by-step strategies

• Featured professional players and gaming careers engage and 
excite young readers

• Engaging imagery, popular characters and easy-to-read style 



UK BOOK BAND

Dark Blue

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

7–9

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-627-5

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Robin Twiddy

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQT/C5N79

Engineering

Medicine & Hospitals

How Machines 
Changed the World

EXAMPLE SPREAD

There are lots of interesting and fun machines in the world, but there are some 
machines that changed the world! This series explores how certain pieces of 

technology have made huge impacts upon the world. Be it lifesaving technology, 
such as the defibrillator, or a catalyst for social change, such as the washing 

machine, some machines are world changers.

• Thoughtful design

• Clear and measured language for accessibility 

• Inspirational for budding inventors

• Heavy STEM

• Introduces young readers to the idea of social history 

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-586-5

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Holly Duhig

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Life in the City

Human Habitats

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

White

Human habitats are found all over the planet. From the sweltering 
Sahara to the freezing Arctic tundra, we can survive in the toughest, 

most unforgiving habitats. This series explores all the ways 
humans adapt to their environments and use the habitats around 
them to survive. Humans don’t let nature come to us; we go to it.

• Simple layout and eye-catching images help guide readers 
through the text

• Explains core terminology relevant to habitats and adaptation

• Easy-to-read and informative text perfect for KS1 learners 

• An international approach and full-colour photographs bring real 
people’s experiences to life

• This series offers a human-centred take on adaptation and how 
humans use their resources to survive

EXAMPLE SPREAD



SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-590-2

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Holly Duhig

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Life in the Forest

Human Habitats

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

White

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-549-0

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Robin Twiddy

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

May 2019

YQH/B5N79

History

Attacking a Norman Castle

Life Long Ago

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Purple

Life was different long ago; but how? Jump back in time to 
experience the lives of children in Roman times, or the Stone 
Age. What did they eat? How did they defend themselves? 

What happens if you try and storm a Norman castle? Ready 
to find out all this and more? Let’s go!

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Beautiful and historically accurate vector art

• Simple and engaging text that is accessible to reluctant readers

• A fun take on history

• Excellent for budding historians

• Uses narrative storytelling to explore history

Human habitats are found all over the planet. From the sweltering 
Sahara to the freezing Arctic tundra, we can survive in the toughest, 

most unforgiving habitats. This series explores all the ways 
humans adapt to their environments and use the habitats around 
them to survive. Humans don’t let nature come to us; we go to it.

• Simple layout and eye-catching images help guide readers 
through the text

• Explains core terminology relevant to habitats and adaptation

• Easy-to-read and informative text perfect for KS1 learners 

• An international approach and full-colour photographs bring real 
people’s experiences to life

• This series offers a human-centred take on adaptation and how 
humans use their resources to survive

EXAMPLE SPREAD



UK BOOK BAND

Dark Blue

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

7-11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-541-4

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Joanna Brundle

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

February 2019

YQS/C5N79

Science

Anaesthetics

Life-Saving Science

This series explores science that saves lives. We take a look at the 
discovery and development of important technologies such as scans 

and vaccinations, and explore the impact on survival rates as a result. 
Taking a look at the diseases and illnesses treated by these marvels of 
medicine, we explore case studies and find out how discoveries such 

as antibiotics and anaesthetics changed medicine forever.  

• Science and technology with real-world applications

• Straightforward text style carefully explains complicated concepts 
in an accessible way

• Age-appropriate case studies make science feel relevant and 
personal

• Supports STEM curriculum and encourages interest in technology

EXAMPLE SPREAD

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-578-0

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YNND/B5N79

Interest

My Budgie

Me and My Pet

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Gold

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Eye-catching graphic design and delightful photographs complement  
and support a child’s reading experience

• Engaging text designed to be accessible for a wide range of reading 
abilities

• This series explores a high-interest subject matter relevant to children’s 
own lives

• Fosters an understanding of what living things need in order to live happy 
and healthy lives 

•  Conversational structure of the series, using peer narratives, separates 
this series from traditional, less engaging how-to guides

So you have a new pet? How exciting! But what now? Never fear, inside this 
book is a pet and their owner just waiting to tell you everything you need to 

know. Don’t wait any longer… go and say hello!

 Me and My Pet introduces children to some common household pets (as 
well as some less common ones) and guides them through the process of 

acquiring, loving and taking care of an animal. By teaching children all about 
the animals they might keep as pets, these handy guides foster a sense of 
independence and responsibility that will greatly benefit them in the future. 



UK BOOK BAND

Gold

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-572-8

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YNND/B5N79

Interest

My Dog

Me and My Pet

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-577-3

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YNND/B5N79

Interest

My Fish

Me and My Pet

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Gold

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Eye-catching graphic design and delightful photographs complement  
and support a child’s reading experience

• Engaging text designed to be accessible for a wide range of reading 
abilities

• This series explores a high-interest subject matter relevant to children’s 
own lives

• Fosters an understanding of what living things need in order to live happy 
and healthy lives 

•  Conversational structure of the series, using peer narratives, separates 
this series from traditional, less engaging how-to guides

So you have a new pet? How exciting! But what now? Never fear, inside this 
book is a pet and their owner just waiting to tell you everything you need to 

know. Don’t wait any longer… go and say hello!

 Me and My Pet introduces children to some common household pets (as 
well as some less common ones) and guides them through the process of 

acquiring, loving and taking care of an animal. By teaching children all about 
the animals they might keep as pets, these handy guides foster a sense of 
independence and responsibility that will greatly benefit them in the future. 

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Eye-catching graphic design and delightful photographs complement  
and support a child’s reading experience

• Engaging text designed to be accessible for a wide range of reading 
abilities

• This series explores a high-interest subject matter relevant to children’s 
own lives

• Fosters an understanding of what living things need in order to live happy 
and healthy lives 

•  Conversational structure of the series, using peer narratives, separates 
this series from traditional, less engaging how-to guides

So you have a new pet? How exciting! But what now? Never fear, inside this 
book is a pet and their owner just waiting to tell you everything you need to 

know. Don’t wait any longer… go and say hello!

 Me and My Pet introduces children to some common household pets (as 
well as some less common ones) and guides them through the process of 

acquiring, loving and taking care of an animal. By teaching children all about 
the animals they might keep as pets, these handy guides foster a sense of 
independence and responsibility that will greatly benefit them in the future. 



SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-578-0

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YNND/B5N79

Interest

My Budgie

Me and My Pet

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Gold

UK BOOK BAND

Yellow

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

3-5

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-579-7

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Madeline Tyler

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQM/A5N79

Maths

Counting

Monster Maths!

Is the maths monster biting at your brain?
Maths can be scary, but not with Monster Maths! 

Whether you’re counting or measuring, sorting shapes 
or picking out patterns, these friendly maths monsters 

can help any young mathematician find the right answer. 

• Simple introduction to maths for early readers

• Beautiful, original illustrations 

• Bright colours and fun characters to engage young minds

• Content specific to the EYFS maths curriculum 

•   Maths topics embedded within simple stories to make the 
subject fun

EXAMPLE SPREAD
EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Eye-catching graphic design and delightful photographs complement  
and support a child’s reading experience

• Engaging text designed to be accessible for a wide range of reading 
abilities

• This series explores a high-interest subject matter relevant to children’s 
own lives

• Fosters an understanding of what living things need in order to live happy 
and healthy lives 

•  Conversational structure of the series, using peer narratives, separates 
this series from traditional, less engaging how-to guides

So you have a new pet? How exciting! But what now? Never fear, inside this 
book is a pet and their owner just waiting to tell you everything you need to 

know. Don’t wait any longer… go and say hello!

 Me and My Pet introduces children to some common household pets (as 
well as some less common ones) and guides them through the process of 

acquiring, loving and taking care of an animal. By teaching children all about 
the animals they might keep as pets, these handy guides foster a sense of 
independence and responsibility that will greatly benefit them in the future. 



UK BOOK BAND

Yellow

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

3-5

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-580-3

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Madeline Tyler

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQM/A5N79

Maths

Shapes

Monster Maths!

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-652-7

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
John Wood

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQG/B5N79

Geography

Creature Keeper

Planet Protectors

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Orange

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• This character-led non-fiction series will engage reluctant readers in geography 
topics with a focus on climate change and protecting the planet 

• Uses original illustrations and superhero characters to engage key stage one 
readers with some of the most pressing issues of today’s world

• Encourages children to consider their responsibilities and make selfless 
decisions  

• Excellent resource for geography and STEM subjects

• Makes use of magazine-style quizzes and activities to encourage readers to 
identify with characters and make choices based on what they have learned

Join Hydro Hero, Creature Keeper, The Incredible Smog and 
Super Binman in their quest to save the planet from the actions 
of the humans that came before them. From their ocean-based 

headquarters, Trashy Island, these four heroes are fighting to 
protect us – but they need some help. Put your planet-protecting 

skills to the test with quizzes and questions and find out if you have 
what it takes to join the Planet Protectors.

Is the maths monster biting at your brain?
Maths can be scary, but not with Monster Maths! 

Whether you’re counting or measuring, sorting shapes 
or picking out patterns, these friendly maths monsters 

can help any young mathematician find the right answer. 

• Simple introduction to maths for early readers

• Beautiful, original illustrations 

• Bright colours and fun characters to engage young minds

• Content specific to the EYFS maths curriculum 

•   Maths topics embedded within simple stories to make the 
subject fun

EXAMPLE SPREAD



UK BOOK BAND

Orange

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-653-4

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
John Wood

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQG/B5N79

Geography

Hydro Hero

Planet Protectors

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-650-3

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
John Wood

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQG/B5N79

Geography

Super Binman

Planet Protectors

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Orange

• This character-led non-fiction series will engage reluctant readers in geography 
topics with a focus on climate change and protecting the planet 

• Uses original illustrations and superhero characters to engage key stage one 
readers with some of the most pressing issues of today’s world

• Encourages children to consider their responsibilities and make selfless 
decisions 

• Excellent resource for geography and STEM subjects

• Makes use of magazine-style quizzes and activities to encourage readers to 
identify with characters and make choices based on what they have learned

Join Hydro Hero, Creature Keeper, The Incredible Smog and 
Super Binman in their quest to save the planet from the actions 
of the humans that came before them. From their ocean-based 

headquarters, Trashy Island, these four heroes are fighting to 
protect us – but they need some help. Put your planet-protecting 

skills to the test with quizzes and questions and find out if you have 
what it takes to join the Planet Protectors.

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• This character-led non-fiction series will engage reluctant readers in geography 
topics with a focus on climate change and protecting the planet 

• Uses original illustrations and superhero characters to engage key stage one 
readers with some of the most pressing issues of today’s world

• Encourages children to consider their responsibilities and make selfless 
decisions  

• Excellent resource for geography and STEM subjects

• Makes use of magazine-style quizzes and activities to encourage readers to 
identify with characters and make choices based on what they have learned

Join Hydro Hero, Creature Keeper, The Incredible Smog and 
Super Binman in their quest to save the planet from the actions 
of the humans that came before them. From their ocean-based 

headquarters, Trashy Island, these four heroes are fighting to 
protect us – but they need some help. Put your planet-protecting 

skills to the test with quizzes and questions and find out if you have 
what it takes to join the Planet Protectors.

EXAMPLE SPREAD



UK BOOK BAND

Gold

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5-7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-654-1

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

200x240mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

The Science of Baseball

Play Smart 

Have you ever wondered how to score a glorious goal, make a perfect pass, or hit 
a winning wicket? By looking at angles, forces, distances and mass, this series will 
teach you how. From hitting and kicking to running and jumping, we will explore a 
variety of sports and the science behind them, giving you all you need to know to 

play smart!

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Action-packed pictures layered with diagrams to help children 
visualise the science behind sports

• A fun and engaging series that will help reluctant readers to see 
science at work in the world

• Great for learning about sports practice alongside scientific topics

• Perfect for budding athletes

SERIES

TITLE

3-5

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-561-2

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

February 2019

YQS/A5N79

Science

Animals

Step into STEM

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Yellow

EXAMPLE SPREAD

Use all your senses to discover the wonderful world of science in this 
beautiful photographic series. Little learners can explore the big wide 

world and the science behind the wonders it has to offer. From forces to 
feathered friends, come with us as we Step into Stem!

• Beautiful, full-colour photographs show scientific concepts  
and act as conversation starters

• Clear, easy-to-read text makes science simple

• Perfect for introducing key STEM curriculum topics

• Key vocabulary encourages exploration of scientific ideas  
and prompts curiosity



SERIES

TITLE

3-5

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-561-2

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
William Anthony

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

February 2019

YQS/A5N79

Science

Senses

Step into STEM

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Yellow

UK BOOK BAND

Dark Blue

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

9–11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-660-2

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Madeline Tyler

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQS/D5N79

Science

Ghost Investigators

Supernatural Science

• STEM focus

• Scientific facts embedded within high-interest topics

• Case studies of real people and places of historical interest

• Creative design to engage the reader with the subject matter 

• Perfect topics to appeal to reluctant readers

• Encourages children to work scientifically and think critically 

Are flashing lights and flying objects taking over the skies 
above your town? Does your older brother smell even more 
like the undead than usual? Are you worried that your house 

could be haunted? And, most importantly, are you feeling 
brave? This guide contains everything you’ll need to know 

to investigate the science behind the supernatural.

EXAMPLE SPREAD

Use all your senses to discover the wonderful world of science in this 
beautiful photographic series. Little learners can explore the big wide 

world and the science behind the wonders it has to offer. From forces to 
feathered friends, come with us as we Step into Stem!

• Beautiful, full-colour photographs show scientific concepts  
and act as conversation starters

• Clear, easy-to-read text makes science simple

• Perfect for introducing key STEM curriculum topics

• Key vocabulary encourages exploration of scientific ideas  
and prompts curiosity

EXAMPLE SPREAD



UK BOOK BAND

Dark Blue

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

9–11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-661-9

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
Madeline Tyler

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

June 2019

YQS/D5N79

Science

Zombie Investigators

Supernatural Science

SERIES

TITLE

7-11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-594-0

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
John Wood

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQH/C5N79

History

Crime!

The Nasty Past

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Black

• STEM focus

• Scientific facts embedded within high-interest topics

• Case studies of real people and places of historical interest

• Creative design to engage the reader with the subject matter 

• Perfect topics to appeal to reluctant readers

• Encourages children to work scientifically and think critically 

EXAMPLE SPREAD

Are flashing lights and flying objects taking over the skies 
above your town? Does your older brother smell even more 
like the undead than usual? Are you worried that your house 

could be haunted? And, most importantly, are you feeling 
brave? This guide contains everything you’ll need to know 

to investigate the science behind the supernatural.

• Engaging visual style 

• Perfect for reluctant readers 

• Fun introduction to history

• Unique take on the KS2 history curriculum 

Today is exciting, the future is bright, but the past – well, the past was nasty. Go 
back in time and explore the gruesome lives of everyday people in history. From 

disgusting diseases to dreadful disasters, it is time to find out just how horrible life 
could be.  

EXAMPLE SPREAD



SERIES

TITLE

7-11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-591-9

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
John Wood

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQH/C5N79

History

Disease!

The Nasty Past

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Black

SERIES

TITLE

7-11

ISBN

32pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-593-3

AGE

RELEASE DATE

BIC/CBMC

AUTHOR
John Wood

210x297mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQH/C5N79

History

War!

The Nasty Past

PUBLISHING

UK BOOK BAND

Black

• Engaging visual style 

• Perfect for reluctant readers 

• Fun introduction to history

• Unique take on the KS2 history curriculum 

Today is exciting, the future is bright, but the past – well, the past was nasty. Go 
back in time and explore the gruesome lives of everyday people in history. From 

disgusting diseases to dreadful disasters, it is time to find out just how horrible life 
could be.  

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• Engaging visual style 

• Perfect for reluctant readers 

• Fun introduction to history

• Unique take on the KS2 history curriculum 

Today is exciting, the future is bright, but the past – well, the past was nasty. Go 
back in time and explore the gruesome lives of everyday people in history. From 

disgusting diseases to dreadful disasters, it is time to find out just how horrible life 
could be.  

EXAMPLE SPREAD



PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5–7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-566-7

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Emilie Dufresne

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Why Do I Cry?

Why Do I...?

Gold

From smelly poos to dribbly goos, bloody squirts to growing spurts: 
bodies are amazing – and disgusting! 

Have you ever wondered how a pizza becomes a poo? What turns 
bogies black? Why do you need to trim your toenails? Find out 

about farts, hearts and itchy parts in this weird and wonderful look 
at the body’s super systems. 

• This innovative series provides answers for all the curious questions 
children have about their bodies and all the interesting, unusual and 
gross things they do. 

• Vector images give this series an informative yet humorous approach

• Witty and easy-to-read text teaches readers about the many systems 
of the body and how they keep us alive and healthy. 

EXAMPLE SPREAD

PUBLISHING

SERIES

TITLE

5–7

ISBN

24pp

PRICE

FORMAT

EXTENT

SUBJECT AREA

978-1-78637-570-4

AGE

PUB DATE

BIC/CBMC

UK BOOK BAND

AUTHOR
Emilie Dufresne

219x219mm HB

£12.99 

March 2019

YQS/B5N79

Science

Why Do I Vomit?

Why Do I...?

Gold

From smelly poos to dribbly goos, bloody squirts to growing spurts: 
bodies are amazing – and disgusting! 

Have you ever wondered how a pizza becomes a poo? What turns 
bogies black? Why do you need to trim your toenails? Find out 

about farts, hearts and itchy parts in this weird and wonderful look 
at the body’s super systems. 

EXAMPLE SPREAD

• This innovative series provides answers for all the curious questions 
children have about their bodies and all the interesting, unusual and 
gross things they do. 

• Vector images give this series an informative yet humorous approach

• Witty and easy-to-read text teaches readers about the many systems 
of the body and how they keep us alive and healthy. 
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